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EVOLUTION RANGE MKII
A NEW GENERATION OF ELECTRONIC WATCHWINDERS

WHY USE A WATCH WINDER?
An automatic watch has a mechanism that
requires regular motion to keep the inner spring
constantly charged, this motion is usually
provided as it is worn. Once removed from the
wrist the stored energy will only run for a short
while, depending upon the model, then the
watch will need to be manually rewound and
reset.

A NEW GENERATION OF ELECTRONIC WINDERS FOR PRESTIGE AUTOMATIC WATCHES
SIZE: 120 X 120 X 146MM

A watch with further ‘complications’, – date/
time/lunar phase/world time etc. the task of
rewinding and recalibrating if it runs down is best
avoided.

EVO20
Midnight Black

EVO21
Polar White

EVO22
Admiral Blue

Furthermore, watches of this calibre are precision
instruments and like all thoroughbreds they
actually benefit from exercise – if left unwound
for long periods, internal lubricants can be lost
from critical areas which will eventually lead to
excessive wear on components and subsequent
lack of accuracy.
‘evolution’ watch winders have features
designed to mimic the action of a watch being
worn. The watch is held at a precise angle while
being rotated and the winder can be set to run
at the optimum requirement for your particular
watch to ensure it is permanently wound.

EVO23
Crimson Red

EVO24
Racing Green

EVO25
Platinum Silver

P REMIUM RANGE

EVO30
Carbon Fibre
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EVO31
Macassar Wood

EVO32
Maple Wood
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evocube
A SOPHISTICATED SOLUTION

The evocube is a versatile and popular
watch winder one which Rapport have
been perfecting for many years.

TECHINICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Being available as single units allows you
to obtain as many as you need to match
your collection of watches. They come in
nine different colours all in a high gloss
finish - have fun - match your watch, your
decor or your mood. See the whole range
on the following pages.

01 THE MECHANISM
The frequency and speed of rotation are important factors
the ‘evolution’ range has addressed in ensuring the
precision workings of your watch are correctly maintained.
The oscillations of the winder simulate the motion of the
wrist when the watch is being worn - it revolves in three
directions, being clockwise, counter-clockwise &
bi-directional winding and resting periodically according
to whichever setting you choose.

The case is precision constructed in
wood, finely finished with several lacquer
coats. The watch carrier is covered in
black leather, has rubber side clips and
is fully adjustable to accept any size and
style of watchstrap.

02 ADJUSTABLE PAD

The winding mechanism runs virtually
silent and it offers several levels of control
suitable for the majority of prestige
automatic watches on the market today.

The watch carrier has a screw adjustment at the front and
a sprung pad at the back to allow the fitting of virtually any
size watch strap, leather or link bracelet.
A soft padded leather covering to the carrier prevents
damage to the watch. The carrier fits snugly into the
cup and there is no danger of the watch becoming
detached. It also cleverly comes to rest with the watch in
the perpendicular position whenever the rotation cycle is
stationary.

03 RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
The winder is fitted with a rechargeable battery which
enables the winder to be operated by battery or by mains
supply. When the mains are plugged in to the winder, it will
automatically charge the battery. It takes about 3-4 hours
for a full charge which enables the winder to operate for
about 35- 45 days depending on the programme used.

04 GUARANTEE
We are sure that you will be absolutely delighted with the
‘evolution’ Watch Winder yet, as with all Rapport luxury
products we offer a full 24 month guarantee.
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evocube
A SOPHISTICATED SOLUTION
05 CONTROLS
All functions are activated by pressing the button
with our company’s logo. The illuminated display
shows the function number.

MU LTI -BOX E S
Also available are double and quad cases, constructed in gloss finish
Ebony, into which you can slot individual evocube MKII watch winders
in any combination of colours you desire. Each compartment is lined
with leather to allow a snug, scratch-proof fit of the units. These cases
are wired to allow operation of all winders with a single electric adapter.

Each of the modes available are displayed in the
table below:
Rotation per day Direction
0 STOP
1 650

Clockwise winding

2 650

Counter-clockwise winding

3 650

Bi-directional winding

4 850

Clockwise winding

5 850

Counter-clockwise winding

6 850

Bi-directional winding

7 1800

Clockwise winding

8 1800

Counter-clockwise winding

9 1800

Bi-directional winding

evo Quad box MKII

evo Double box MKII

FRO44 - Box to take
Four Single Watch Winders

FRO42 - Box to take
Two Single Watch Winders

SIZE: 280 X 280 X 150MM

SIZE: 140 X 280 X 150MM

evo Double box
REAR VIEW
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Unmistakable British craftsmanship since 1898

Rapport have over one hundred years of association
with fine timepieces – the ‘evolution’ range represents
the culmination of an evolutionary process to provide
the ultimate accessory for owners of automatic, self
winding watches.
Each ’evolution’ model is painstakingly crafted using
the finest quality components. The newly developed
watch holder can accommodate any size strap and
the finely tuned mechanism uses the best technical
advances to keep your watch in prime condition.
This contemporary range of watch winders is
further testament to Rapport’s reputation for quality,
craftsmanship and service.
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